Kenton Parish Council response to Teignbridge District Council Local Plan
Review 2021
Kenton’s Neighbourhood Development Plan was overwhelmingly accepted by
parishioners in 2020, after a period of 5 years of consultation and consideration, and
therefore retains direct relevance to the views, thoughts and considerations of the
Kenton village community. This Plan identified substantial support for limited
development for young families, older downsizers and affordable housing for those
with local connections who are currently unable to buy. The policies set out in our
Plan are intended to ensure that priority is given to meet local need rather than open
market demand fuelled by external factors. At the time our Neighbourhood Plan was
adopted, it was accepted by Teignbridge District Council to be fully consistent with
strategic policies set out in the Teignbridge Local Plan in existence at that time.
However, the proposals contained within this Teignbridge Local Plan Review of 2021
are potentially directly contrary to, and materially in excess of, any possible
interpretation of the housing policies contained within the Kenton Neighbourhood
Plan.
The approach set out in the Local Plan Review for the consideration of the
distribution of new development claims to have considered a number of factors,
which in relation to the selection of sites in Kenton, are not subsequently
demonstrated, namely:
•
•

•

•

maximising the use of brownfield sites – all the sites identified in Kenton are
greenfield sites, and 3 of them are currently productive arable land.
a basic level of facilities, services and accessible road networks available –
but this assumption is incorrect. The Village Shop, Post Office and The
Dolphin public house have all recently closed, Kenton Primary School is
currently at full capacity and future projections are that it is likely to remain so.
Access roads to most of the proposed sites are single track roads with no
pavements or parking, and in respect of which, private property would need to
be included within any development in order to make access feasible and
without due risk.
It is clear that Kenton does not have the basic level of services to support any
large development.

Other factors which bear upon development in Kenton do not appear to have been
specifically considered, including but not limited to:
•

•

current medical services are provided by a single practice covering Kenton,
Exminster, and Starcross, all of which have proposed developments in this
Local Plan Review, likely overwhelming existing medical services.
the traffic flow potentially generated along the A379, which already has
significant bottlenecks resulting in environmental damage. This factor also
applies to the proposals for Dawlish and Starcross, which should be
considered collectively for the purpose of traffic issues. Although the traffic
lights at Kenton’s Southtown have mitigated the dangers to pedestrians, there
are still significant traffic issues on the A379 at Starcross occurring daily

•

•

throughout the year, for which Teignbridge District Council has taken no
action over a protracted period of time, nor has Teignbridge any current live
proposals for addressing those issues let alone any exacerbation of such
issues caused by the proposed developments.
all the proposed sites are within the Exe/Warren Zone of Recreational
Influence and could negatively impact the Exe Estuary Special Protection
Area and the Dawlish Warren Special Area of Conservation either visually or
by recreational impact.
all the proposed sites have hedgerow and grassland habitats and
development could disturb the biodiversity of animal and bird species. There
is a clear risk that development at any of these sites would fail Policy K Env 1,
Policy K Env 5 and Policy K HW2 of the Kenton Neighbourhood Plan.

Our detailed comments with regard to the specific sites are as follows:

1. Mamhead Road, Kenton
This is a greenfield site, currently productive arable land.
1.1 Access
Access can only be from Mamhead Road, which is a single-track lane with no
pavements. Probably 80% of the traffic leaving the site will turn right, leading
to a narrow lane between houses and stone walls, then by a blind corner into
the part of Mamhead Road on which is situated Kenton Primary School, with
parking outside. There is then a T junction into Church Street, similarly
narrow with stone walls and parking until the junction with the A379. The
increased traffic will increase emissions, noise and risks to pedestrian safety
in the village. Any traffic turning left out of this site will pass along a narrow
lane with blind corners and a blind summit until reaching the minor road
leading either to Starcross or up the winding Jackdaw Hill to the A380.
Considerable highway improvements would be required for any development
at this site.
1.2 Impact on Environment
The site is very close to Warboro Plantation Unconfirmed Wildlife Site
identified for broadleaved woodland and development could have a
recreational impact on this ecology. A Devon Biodiversity Records Centre
report of October 2015 indicates that this site is a Site of Wildlife Interest
(OSWI). The site is also very close to Kenton Parish Cemetery, which is
currently a tranquil place for villagers paying their respects. This would be
disturbed by any development.
1.3 Visual Impact
The view from the allotments towards the village and church is noted in the
Kenton Neighbourhood Plan as a locally important view, and any
development on this site would change the character of the village by virtue of
visibility. This site fails Policy K Env 3 of the Kenton Neighbourhood Plan.

2. Land at Southtown, Kenton
This is a large greenfield site, currently productive arable land.
2.1 Impact on Environment
The site is very close to the Exe Estuary Special Protection Area, and is also
very close to Warboro Plantation Unconfirmed Wildlife Site identified for
broadleaved woodland. The site contains priority habitats for species-rich
hedges, grassland and other habitats and features that support protected
species including bats and dormice.
2.2 Impact on Historic Character
There is a cluster of Grade II listed buildings just below the proposed site and
development of this site would change the historic character of the area.
2.3 Visual Impact
The view from the public footpath off Witcombe Lane over the Exe estuary to
the open sea is noted in the Kenton Neighbourhood Plan as a locally
important view, and any development on this site would be to the detriment of
the view as a whole and to the landmarks within that view. This site fails
Policy K Env 3 of the Kenton Neighbourhood Plan.
2.4 Safeguarding Public Footpaths
There are 2 public footpaths noted in the Kenton Neighbourhood Plan which
cross this site from Witcombe Lane to the A379 and Stile Farm, respectively.
These are important in maintaining the connectivity of local footpaths, and
Policy K T3 of Kenton Neighbourhood Plan requires that these are
maintained and, where possible, improved.

3. Witcombe Lane, Kenton
This is a large greenfield site, currently productive arable land.
3.1 Access
Witcombe Lane, running alongside this site, is a single lane road with few
passing places and a number of bottlenecks. It is entirely unsuitable for
increased traffic. Traffic from the current housing on Witcombe Lane uses the
steep and narrow Pitt Hill or Butts Hill, or joins Warborough Hill at a blind T
junction to reach the A379. Considerable highway improvements would be
necessary for this site, and many of the required improvements would
necessitate the purchase of private property.
3.2 Flooding
Whilst the Local Plan review states that there are no flooding issues affecting
the site, this is incorrect. During heavy rain there is significant surface water
runoff from this site at 3 points:

3.2.1 via Warborough Hill onto the A379;
3.2.2 via Sunnybank onto the A379 and into the centre of the village;
3.2.3 via Churchill Close onto the A379 and into the centre of the village.
Surface water run-off is significant and photographic evidence/video footage
is held by residents to demonstrate that this is a serious existing issue, which
directly impacts the flooding of properties in the centre of the village. The
Kenton Neighbourhood Development Plan refers to the flooding as “regular
winter” and flood records clearly demonstrate that the centre of the village is
within a known flood zone. It is clear that the surface water drainage within the
village is already woefully inadequate, and any development of the Witcombe
Lane site will almost inevitably exacerbate the current situation. Any
development of this site would therefore likely require significant intervention
in terms of addressing and materially improving the existing surface water
systems within the centre of the village and elsewhere.
3.3 Impact on Environment
The site is very close to Warboro Plantation Unconfirmed Wildlife Site
identified for broadleaved woodland and development could have a material
impact on this ecology. The site contains priority habitats for species-rich
hedges, grassland and other habitats and features that protect species
including bats and dormice.

4. East Town Farm, Kenton
This is a small greenfield site, currently uncultivated.
4.1 Access
The site is approached along East Town Lane, which is a narrow single track
road without pavements but with parking at intervals. However, access off
East Town Lane does not seem possible due to existing housing, so traffic
would need to then turn into Slittercombe Lane, which is also very narrow
with few passing places.

Conclusion
Kenton Parish Council welcomes the statement in the Local Plan Review that all
development will be subject to Kenton Neighbourhood Plan, March 2020. We believe
we have demonstrated that all the sites proposed have significant negatives for
services, transport, road networks, historic environment, ecology and biodiversity,
and damage to productive agricultural land. In addition, we have shown that the sites
at Mamhead Road and at Southtown do not comply with Policy K Env 3. We have
also shown there is a clear risk that development at any of these sites could fail
Policy K Env 1, Policy K Env 5, Policy K HW2 and Policy K T3 of the Kenton
Neighbourhood Plan.

We would also point out, firstly, that 2 development sites in the village centre
currently with planning permission are yet to proceed and the current planning
permissions indicate that a total of 12 dwellings would be created. Their completion
could satisfy a significant part of the current local need for housing. Secondly,
planning permission was recently refused for a development which would have
compromised the historic environment and special views within the village.
However, as stated above, Kenton Neighbourhood Plan recognised the need for
affordable housing and houses for downsizing. We spent considerable time and
public money in surveys and consultations to determine these requirements. We
therefore accept that some land may be released at any one of the proposed sites to
achieve a small scale development of up to 40 homes, provided that 25% of these
are delivered as affordable homes and some provision is made for small homes for
downsizers. As a condition of such development, measures to improve access and
to mitigate the negative impacts at the respective sites would need to be
implemented. As above, we believe we have demonstrated that any larger
development would have serious negative consequences for Kenton.
We also believe there are other sites, for example to the north of the village, which
have not been considered and might have lesser downsides in terms of access and
impact on the environment than the proposed sites. In addition, there may be some
small scale “in-fill” sites within the Kenton Settlement Boundary which could reduce
the need for development at the proposed sites.
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